Revell/Italaeri Panzer Mk IV
F1-F2-G
Whilst at Telford (Scale model world) I purchased a second hand model of the above AFV
from an under table sale box. The purchase was £15 which didn’t seem to bad for a kit first
boxed in 1974/5.
I opened the box some 3 months ago to start
work on the model and to my surprise there
were two and a half sprues, I can’t tell you how
that made my heart leap. One kit, one choice,
freedom. So often we buy a model and the box
is full to the brim with plastic multiple choices
on variations that we didn’t actually purchase.
Irrelevant plastic that is entirely useless unless
you buy a further model that makes use of the
excess options. It would be far better, as in this
case to purchase the variant you want to build
with exactly the parts required and no more.

I understand there are those who are military
historian modellers who have exacting standards
and build for accuracy, but for those who like to
build for the pleasure of producing the best they
can, to open a model of an M4E8 Sherman with
multiple wheels choices and various suspension
options can be a daunting choice.

However, on to the build. The plastic was almost opaque as can be seen from the pictures. I
thought that this would be a problem, that the plastic itself would have been brittle but this
was not the case.
The parts count was small by the
comparisons of some producers
out there -125 parts not including
the figures supplied. This also
compares to the current Tamiya
part count.
There was little flash and
cleaning off the nibs from
extracting the parts was easily
completed. I made one mistake
when fitting the bogy return
wheels and cut out the location
holes for some inexplicable
reason which I remedied using
plasticard behind the lower hull
location points.
The top hull was made up of some 9 parts easily fitting together. There was one multiply
choice to this model and that was the main armour, which gave the choice of the short
barrelled 75mm gun of the long barrelled 75mm gun with two types of breach. However the
instructions showed what type was assigned to which type of variant of tank and to which
theatre and division it was likely to have been assigned. So the short barrelled gun 75 L42
was fitted to the F1, whilst the long barrelled 75 L43 with the globe style breech was fitted
to the F2 and the last option the G was fitted with the same gun as the F2 but with a double
muzzle break. All served in the western desert and beyond, but I have chosen this theatre as
my reference.

To continue, all the suspension fitted easily and the wheels were cleaned and fitted with no
problem after being painted separately. The upper hull went together with no real problems
as a lot of details were pre-moulded onto the upper area. One thing that was pleasing, was
the hull machine gun was moulded and fitted in a way that allowed it to move up down and
sideways something you don’t get in a lot of modern kits including Tamiya.
When it came to painting,
I first coated the model in
a rattle can grey primer,
then, when dry, in a flat
black coating to highlight
shadows in the top coat.
I also coved the model in
hair spray so as to help
with chipping as required.
Next I applied dark yellow
(Tamiya XF60) overall
and then added Nato green
from the same stable for
camouflage. After applying
track and rust colours to
the main tracks and extra
armour tracks to the hull
I detailed the tools and
exhaust.

Job finished? Not quite, when I tried to fit the tracks I noted the tank fender round the drive
sprocket afforded not enough gap to allow the track to be fitted. I had to remedy this by
cutting away the guide lugs on the tracks just around the drive sprocket which worked.

After this to complete the model I applied the decals of the 21st panzer division from its use
in the western desert. I must admit I had my doubts about applying 48 year old decals, but
needn’t have as they behaved impeccably.

Overall a great little kit which gave me the freedom to just enjoy and complete what was in
the box with no extra dramas of extensive variations. If you find this one about, at the right
price BUY IT!!!!
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